Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations of the magnetic shielding for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in solids provide an important contribution for understanding the experimentally observed chemical shifts. It is known that the calculated NMR shielding parameters for a particular nucleus in a series of compounds correlate well with the experimentally measured chemical shifts; however, the slope of a linear fit often differs from the ideal value of 1.0. Focusing on a series of ionic compounds (fluorides, oxides, bromides, and chlorides), we show that the error is caused by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to the exchange-correlation functional and it is related to the well-known band-gap problem. In order to devise an ab initio approach that would correctly reproduce the variation of the shifts within a series of compounds, we test various DFT based approaches. A simple GGA + U scheme with the orbital field acting on the cation d states does not work in a general way. Also, the popular hybrid functionals (including the screened versions), which contain some fixed amount of exact exchange, lead to a large overestimation of the necessary slope correction. Surprisingly, the best solution to this problem is offered by a semilocal potential designed by Becke and Johnson to reproduce the optimized exact exchange potential in free atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a powerful and widely used experimental method that provides information about the atomic and electronic structure of materials.
1 It measures the response of a material to an external magnetic field by detecting the transition energies related to the reorientation of the nuclear magnetic moment. The external field induces an electronic current in the sample, which according to Biot-Savart's law produces an induced field that partially screens the external field. The NMR transition energies are proportional to the total magnetic field at the nucleus. The induced current and the corresponding shielding depend strongly on the electronic and atomic structures of the material. In order to interpret the experimental results, it is essential to understand this rather complicated and indirect relation. In the case of organic molecules and H or C nuclei a set of empirical rules are already established and routinely applied. 2 However, for other (heavier) nuclei, or larger molecules and in particular for solids, such rules are more difficult to build [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and the interpretation of the experimental data is a more complicated task. 9, 10 The interpretation procedure can be aided by ab initio calculations provided that the computed spectra can properly reproduce the experimental results. [11] [12] [13] So far mostly density-functional theory (DFT) in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) has been applied to NMR calculations in solids. However, in many cases the ab initio approaches have some difficulties reaching the desired accuracy. The problems manifest mainly in the common observation that within a series of compounds the computed shielding parameters for a particular nucleus show systematic error when compared to the measured values. 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] For example, in the case of fluorides or oxides the shielding parameters computed within DFT using the standard Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 20 exchange-correlation functional correlate well with the measured values, but the slope of the line representing the relation between the experimental and theoretical data is close to 0.8 instead of 1.0. 14, 15 This intriguing and very systematic error has its origin in the deficiencies of the approximate density functional. For instance, it has been shown before that for the 17 O chemical shift the error in CaO is significantly larger than for many other oxides and that the problem arises due to Ca 3d orbitals being too close to the valence-band maximum, 12 which affects the Ca-3d O-2p hybridization. In this paper we focus our discussion on the variation of the chemical shifts in series of fluorides, chlorides, bromides, and oxides. We intend to identify the origin of the systematic error manifested by the wrong "slope" in the correlation between theory and experiment and investigate possible solutions to this problem. In this perspective our analysis will provide useful hints not only to improve the calculations of the NMR shielding parameters in solids, but we suggest that such chemical shift calculations may also provide a sensitive test to assess the quality of a particular approximate DFT functional.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
Until now several methods of ab initio calculation of NMR chemical shifts for molecules 21, 22 and solids have been described in the literature. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] In the case of solids they usually operate within the standard DFT 28, 29 framework. The implementation used in this work is based on a linearresponse approach 23, 25, 30 and the all-electron augmented plane-wave (APW) method. 31, 32 The details are described in a previous publication. 33 Here we outline only the essential points necessary for further discussion.
The shielding tensor ← → σ is defined as the proportionality constant between the induced magnetic field B ind measured at the nucleus at site R and the external field B:
(1)
Often, only the information about the isotropic shielding (IS) σ (R) = Tr[ ← → σ (R)] can be accessed by experiment. Moreover, the experimentally measured quantity is the chemical shift δ, which is the NMR shielding obtained with respect to some reference compound,
The induced field B ind is obtained by integrating the induced current j ind (r) according to the Biot-Savart law:
For nonmagnetic and insulating materials, only the orbital motions of electrons contribute to j ind (r). In such a case, the induced current is calculated in the framework of perturbation theory, where the first-order perturbation of the Hamiltonian in the symmetric gauge is given by
Within DFT the current density is evaluated as a sum of expectation values of the current operator running over the occupied Kohn-Sham (KS) states:
The expression for the induced current involves only the firstorder terms with respect to the external field B: (1) o is the first-order perturbation of (0) o with respect to H (1) expressed using the usual formula:
with the sum running over all empty (unoccupied) KS orbitals.
Here we should stress that Eq. (5) is used as the reference formula in order to discuss the physics, while the actual formulas specific to our augmented plane-wave plus localorbital (APW + lo) implementation are given in Ref. 33 . We stress that, contrary to the reference formula Eq. (5), our actual implementation is gauge invariant and the results do not depend on the choice of the unit-cell origin. The calculations presented in this work have been performed using the WIEN2K code 32 and are based on the APW + lo method and DFT. Within this method the unperturbed wave functions as well as their first-order perturbations are expressed using plane waves in the interstitial region and an atomiclike representation inside the atomic spheres S α :
The APW basis set is naturally optimized for occupied states by expanding the numerical radial basis functions at predefined linearization energies, 31 which are chosen to match the energies of the corresponding occupied bands. This approach yields basically the exact radial wave functions for all occupied states. However, in NMR calculations we expand the perturbation of the wave functions due to the magnetic field using high-lying (unoccupied) eigenstates [see the linear perturbation formula in Eq. (6)]. Therefore, NMR shielding calculations require an extended basis set inside the atomic spheres. This is achieved by supplying additional local orbitals as described in Ref. 33 . This extension is done for all orbital quantum numbers up to l + 1, where l is the maximal occupied orbital quantum number of the valence states of the specific atom. For other computational parameters, the standard values lead to well-converged results. The plane-wave cutoff was set according to R min K max = 8 (R min is the smallest sphere radii in the system, and K max is the plane-wave momentum cutoff). The Brillouin zone was sampled with a mesh step approximately equal to 0.02Å −1 . All calculations have been performed using scalar relativistic approximation. 34 We also have tested the effect of spin-orbit coupling, but even in the heavier cases like CsBr or CsCl it is on the level of 1 ppm only.
III. RESULTS
The comparison of the measured NMR shifts with the NMR shielding calculated with the PBE 20 exchange-correlation functional for 19 F and 17 O nuclei in metal fluorides and oxides is presented in Fig. 1 (black squares). For both nuclei the measured and calculated parameters correlate quite well (the standard deviation of the slope as well as the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) value are indicated in the figures); however, the slope of a linear fit is considerably different from the correct value of −1.0. We have analyzed the origin of the observed trend within the fluorides series previously, 37 but repeat here the main conclusions, since the understanding of the relation between the electronic structure and the NMR shielding is necessary to identify the source of errors in the computed shielding parameters.
The contributions to the 19 F chemical shifts originating from the F-1s and F-2s states are large but constant for all compounds in the series. 37 The variation of the shielding thus comes solely from bands with predominantly metal-p and F-p characters (all cations except Li and Be have a "semicore" p band several eV below the F-2p valence band). These states couple due to the external magnetic field [Eq. (6) ] to unoccupied states with metal-d and F-d character. Again, the contribution related to the direct coupling of valence F-p and F-d states is fairly constant for all fluorides, and it is the (indirect) coupling to the metal-d states which determines the variation of the chemical shift within the series of compounds. This indicates the importance of hybridization between F-p and metal-p states because it allows us to transfer the effect to the F atom. Obviously, the amount of metal-p character in the F-p bands and F-p character in the metal-p bands depends on the energy separation between those bands. The metal-p bands are always below the F-p bands, and thus the orbital mixing is bonding in character in the metal-p bands (the same phase) and antibonding in the F-p bands (the opposite phase). As a result the contributions to the shift coming from these two sets of bands have opposite signs. In summary, the major factors determining the behavior of the 19 F shielding within a series of compounds are the energy separation between the F-p and metal-p bands and the position of the empty metal-d states. The energy separation between F-p and metal-p states is decreasing for heavier metal atoms and thus leading to larger hybridization. The empty metal-d states come down in energy for heavier elements, leading to a larger coupling strength. The analysis presented for the fluoride series 37 can also be performed for oxides, leading to very similar conclusions.
We see in Fig. 1 that the slope of a linear fit is equal to (minus) 1.26 and 1.17 for the 19 F and 17 O series, respectively. Thus, the error reaches 25% when comparing 19 F shifts in compounds with light and heavy elements. Since the absolute value of the NMR shielding is not accessible experimentally, we limit the further discussion to those details which are responsible for the variation of the shielding between different compounds within a series. The analysis summarized above indicates that there are two possible sources of errors leading to the wrong slope of the regression in Fig. 1 : first an error in the strength of the hybridization between metal-p and O or F-p states, and second an incorrect coupling between the occupied metal-p and empty metal-d states.
The first possibility cannot be the dominant effect, since one would need a rather large change in the metal-p and F-p hybridization to affect the NMR shielding sufficiently. This becomes quite clear when we directly investigate the effect by manipulating the position of the metal-p band relative to the F-p band. It can be done using an orbital-dependent potential acting only on the metal-p states, as is possible with the GGA + U method. 38 In a simplified form the orbital potential can be expressed by
wheren is the occupancy of the orbitals with angular momentum . The metal-p bands are of course fully occupied; therefore, any positive U eff generates an attractive potential and shifts the metal-p states down with an amount proportional to U eff . This shift changes the hybridization of the F-p and metal-p states. Table I presents the effect using CsF as an example. We can see that with U eff = 0.4Ry a change of more than 25% of the F partial charges (Q F ) in the Cs-p band and the Cs partial-harge (Q Cs ) in the F-p bands can be achieved, but this results only in a 27-ppm change of σ iso , while we would need a twice as large effect to get the correct slope. For comparison, the difference generated by using PBE and Becke-Johnson (BJ) (see below) exchange-correlation functionals is less than 4% of the partial charges.
On the other hand, we know that GGA-DFT calculations underestimate considerably band gaps of semiconductors and insulators, and this could be the major source of error. This means that the unoccupied metal-d states are too low in energy, leading to an overestimated coupling between metal-p and metal-d states because the denominator in Eq. (6) is too small. Using a similar GGA + U approach as described above, but now acting on the empty metal-d states, we can manipulate the position of the metal-d character in the conduction band. Assuming the metal-d states are empty (the method can be applied only to atoms that do not have an occupied d shell), any positive value of U eff will generate a repulsive potential for the d states and increase the energies of those orbitals.
As a consequence, we should observe a weakening of the coupling between metal-p and metal-d bands, which decreases the valence contribution to the shielding and increases the total NMR shielding. The effect of course depends on the initial position of the metal-d states and the hybridization between metal and nonmetal p states in a compound. In the case of Li, where there are no d states present in the vicinity of the band gap, we do not observe any change. However, for heavy elements like Cs, where the d states are closer to the valence-band maximum and the Cs-p band is relatively high in the valence region of the spectra, the effect is large. This is essentially what is presented in Fig. 1 (red circles and lines) . Interestingly, the NMR shifts produced by PBE + U still align nicely on a straight line for both cases. We have chosen U eff equal to 0.5Ry for both fluorides and oxides, so that the slope of the linear least-square fit is now close to 1.0 for the fluorides. However, the choice of U eff grossly overestimates the effect on oxides and reduces the corresponding slope to below 0.9. Of course it is possible to find specific values of U (different for fluorides and oxides) that lead to the correct slope in both cases, but it would be difficult to justify the approach in some cases, which makes it not usable for any predictions. For instance, U eff for Ba-d states should be different in BaF 2 and BaO. At this point it is clear that we need a method which can describe both the hybridization between cationic and anionic states and the position of empty metal-d bands properly. By choosing the proper U value, we can reproduce the experimental shielding, but PBE + U is not able to capture the difference between the screening properties of oxides and fluorides and at the same time correctly position the d character in the conduction band with a single value for U eff .
In quantum chemistry the chemical shifts of molecules are calculated quite often using a hybrid functional approach, where a certain fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange is added to DFT. We explore here the effect of hybrid functionals on the chemical shifts for solids. We use the Yukawa screened version of PBE0 implemented in the WIEN2K code, 39, 40 where a fraction of α = 0.25 of the total exchange is described by Hartree-Fock 16 a The cited shielding has been converted to absolute shifts using our value for KBr. Baldereschi 41 originally developed for the unscreened HartreeFock exchange. The comparison between the NMR shielding computed with PBE and YS-PBE0 is presented in Fig. 2 . Hybrid functionals usually increase the band gaps between valence and conduction bands in semiconductors as compared to the PBE calculations. Therefore, it is not surprising that the NMR shielding parameters are larger for YS-PBE0 than for PBE. The explanation of this effect follows the same arguments as presented above for GGA + U calculations. Unfortunately, the changes are much too strong, leading to linear fits with much too small slopes. We can see in Fig. 2 that the slope is around 0.8 for both fluorides and oxides, which at least indicates that the hybrid method is potentially more flexible than the simple PBE + U approach. Of course it would be possible to find an optimal value of the exact exchange mixing parameter α (around 0.1), which would lead to correct slopes for both oxides and fluorides at the same time. But such a value is significantly smaller than what is currently considered as standard in common hybrid functionals, and one would have to test its transferability to other materials and nuclei. Moreover, the method is computationally much more demanding compared to DFT with local or semilocal functionals, which inhibits its practical applications for large systems.
Another scheme which in principle could improve the description is the optimized effective potential (OEP) method for exact exchange. This should produce the exact Kohn-Sham exchange potential (the correlation part is still unknown), but the calculation of such OEP potential is quite cumbersome, expensive, and at least for all-electron methods numerically unstable. 42 Becke-Johnson 43 (BJ) derived a semilocal exchange potential, which reproduces the OEP potential in atoms very accurately. We have used the BJ exchange potential together with local-density approximation (LDA) correlation for the NMR shielding calculations, and the results are presented in Fig. 3 . The calculated and experimental values show a nice linear correlation with a slope very close to 1.0 for the series of fluorides, oxides, and also chlorides. It should be noted that the BJ potential provides a parameter-free approximation to DFT, which seems to work equally well for these three very different series of compounds at the computational cost of a standard PBE calculation. In addition in Fig. 3 we also include results for metal bromides, where some level of improvement over PBE can be noticed, but it is much smaller than for the other series. At the moment it is difficult to speculate about the origin of the smaller improvement for the Br series. It could be that correlation has a more important role for these materials, which have a much smaller band gap than comparable chlorides or fluorides. The numerical results computed with PBE and BJ potentials for all compounds included in Fig. 3 are presented in Table II and compared to available theoretical gauge including projector augmented waves (GIPAW) calculations and experimental data. Overall, there is a very good agreement between the present PBE calculations and the GIPAW, results except for SrTiO 3 and SiO 2 .
The sensitivity of the magnetic shielding on the electronic structure can be most easily demonstrated by comparing the density of states computed for CsF using different DFT approaches (Fig. 4) . The Cs-p band around −5 eV is shifted slightly upward by BJ and YS-PBE0 methods as compared to PBE, but this has only a minor effect on σ (actually, it makes the slope even bigger). However, the upward shift of the Cs-d character in the conduction bands relative to PBE as evident for all functionals leads to a rather large change in the shielding (up to nearly 50 ppm, which is over 30% of the total shift). If this energy shift is so big that the computed band gap comes close to experiment, as in YS-PBE0, the correction to σ is grossly overestimated. A similar problem appears for the modified-BJ potential 55 (TB-mBJ), which yields energy band gaps in very good agreement with experiment or GW calculations and is even far superior to hybrid functionals for wide band-gap insulators. However, if we apply the TB-mBJ potential for the magnetic shielding in fluorides we obtain a slope (0.73) which is even lower than that of YS-PBE0. We thus conclude that methods which reproduce the experimental gap more accurately (calculated from the eigenvalue differences only and without considering any exchange-correlation discontinuity) may not produce a good ground-state potential and related properties (other than the band gap) may not be accurate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
NMR shielding parameters are very sensitive to the details of the electronic structure. The results for four different series of oxide and halide compounds indicate systematic errors in the computed NMR shielding parameters, which manifest themselves in a slope different from one when comparing experimental and theoretical shifts.
The hybridization between anion and cation electronic states in the occupied bands is of course very important, but small changes due to a modification of the relative energy position of the corresponding bands do not affect the computed NMR shielding too much. On the other hand, the position of the metal-d character in the unoccupied part of the band structure is very important and has a large influence on the magnetic shielding. We have tested several approaches that can potentially improve the DFT-PBE results. The semiempirical GGA + U approach can reproduce the experimental shifts properly; however, it requires a separate adjustment of the value of U for each compound series independently and is thus not a true ab initio method. The hybrid DFT methods with a standard mixing factor of 25% Hartree-Fock (PBE0) seem to overcorrect the electronic structure of the tested systems. In this case, the slope of the linear least-squares fit between experiment and theory is well below the ideal value 1.0, whereas for PBE it is larger than 1.0. Decreasing the mixing factor to roughly half of the PBE0 value would lead to more correct results. However, the hybrid scheme is computationally rather expensive, and essentially the mixing factor α is empirical; therefore, it is not very attractive for practical applications either. We found that at least for these exchange-dominated insulators a relatively simple and computationally inexpensive method leading to a fairly correct relation between experiment and theory is offered by the Becke and Johnson exchange potential, which is an approximation to OEP exact exchange.
Our analysis shows that the problems with theoretical calculation of NMR shielding parameters are related in fact to the DFT band-gap problem, but it is important to note that methods in which the eigenvalue difference of the valenceband maximum and conduction-band minimum reproduces the experimental gap are grossly overestimating the corrections of the magnetic shielding as compared to PBE results and are eventually even worse than PBE. Thus, a comparison of theoretical and experimental magnetic shielding (maybe together with a comparison of computed electric-field gradients and experimental quadrupole splittings) 56 may provide an interesting and alternative test of DFT functionals as compared to more common total-energy or band-gap calculations.
